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Abstract—As SOA gains more traction through various implementations, building reliable service compositions remains one of the principal research concerns. Widely researched reliability assurance methods, often rely on applying redundancy or complex optimization strategies that can make them less applicable when it comes to designing service compositions on a larger scale. To address this issue, we propose a design time reliability improvement method that enables selective service composition improvements by focusing on the most reliability-critical workflow components, named weak points. With the aim of detecting most significant weak points, we introduce a method based on a suite of recommendation algorithms that leverage a belief network reliability model. The method is made scalable by using heuristic algorithms that achieve better computational performance at the cost of recommendation accuracy. Although less accurate heuristic algorithms on average require more improvement steps, they can achieve better overall performance in cases when the additional step-wise overhead of applying improvements is low. We confirm the soundness of the proposed solution by performing experiments on data sets of randomly generated service compositions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SERVICE-ORIENTED architecture (SOA) [1] is an architectural style that provides guidelines for development of loosely coupled distributed systems. The concept relies on services, self-contained applications deployed on various network nodes which can be consumed using well-established interfaces. Multiple SOA implementations exist, most prominent being the Web Services (WS) [2], [3] technology. However, other SOA implementations can be expected to gain more traction in the coming years with the continuous proliferation of cloud computing and increasing popularity of software as a service (SaaS) platforms [4], [5]. One of the most pronounced benefits of SOA are service compositions, component-based applications built by combining the existing services. The concept of compositions makes SOA particularly popular in designing a large variety of systems that benefit from clear separation of interests. For instance, when designing enterprise systems, different segments of functionality within a business process can be developed independently by different organizational units. However, designing service compositions also presents additional challenges as services can be deployed by third parties over which the composition developer has no supervision. A strong concern in such an environment is the necessity to design a composition with an adequate level of non-functional properties, like reliability, availability or other Quality of Service (QoS) parameters [6]. In this paper, we focus on reliability estimation and improvement methods for service compositions. Hence, we define reliability as the likelihood that a service (composition) invocation will complete properly, i.e. according to its specifications, potentially in the presence of faults.

A common approach to improve reliability and other QoS parameters of a service composition is by dynamic service selection at run time [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. In a dynamic service composition a set of functionally equivalent services exists for each service invocation and actual services are incorporated into the execution configuration depending on their most recent QoS parameters. However, two dominant issues limit the application of dynamic compositions on a larger scale: service selection and detection of equivalent services. Since service selection at run time is bonded by additional constraints, like statefullness and composability [7], state-based reliability models need to be applied. However, such models are prone to state explosions [14], making it difficult to support more complex compositions. The other commonly used approach treats service selection as an optimization problem. However, such optimization problems are complex [15], often NP-hard, which limits their use. Moreover, discovering and maintaining sets of functionally equivalent services, i.e. homogeneous service communities [8], [16], [15], also proves to be a nontrivial task [17], [18], [19].

We argue that when faced with the above mentioned constraints, service composition developers would benefit from a higher level reliability improvement methodology that would enable them to selectively improve parts of a service composition—those most prone to failures. That way it would be possible to achieve the desired level of service composition reliability while
spending less resources. Specifically, we suggest an iterative reliability improvement method which involves: (1) modeling the influence of atomic services on the overall service composition reliability and (2) utilizing the reliability model to recommend the most suitable weak points where the composition is to be strengthened—by either performing service replacement, applying fault tolerance strategies or by dynamic service invocation. Since the proposed approach is particularly useful when constructing service compositions on a larger scale, following challenges need to be addressed: (i) size of the reliability model should scale well with the number of services and the complexity of the workflow, and (ii) weak point recommendation methods should scale well with regard to the model size and the additional improvement step-wise computational overheads, like overheads of discovering equivalent services.

To address challenge (i), we present a service composition reliability model based on belief networks. This model is path-based, meaning that the overall composition reliability is calculated based on multiple influence paths that stem from the workflow structure. Although such an approach avoids state explosions and, thus, offers a more compact and scalable model representation, it is not capable of addressing run time constraints—limiting the proposed method to design time. Furthermore, modeling the impact a certain service has on the overall composition reliability through influence paths makes possible to bind that impact to a single random variable. Thus, the model is easily modifiable as only a single random variable needs to be updated to account for the made reliability improvements.

To address challenge (ii), we present a suite of weak point recommendation algorithms with varying complexity and accuracy. We motivate our approach by the fact that a more accurate, but also more computationally demanding, weak point recommendation algorithm can be less applicable in cases when additional step-wise improvement overhead is low. Thus, it is less resource intensive to improve the composition’s reliability by performing more improvement steps that individually yield a lower reliability growth. To that end, we propose three algorithms: WP-Influence; and two heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath. While the WP-Influence algorithm recommends the weak points by calculating the exact influence of each service in the composition, the heuristic algorithms are constructed to traverse the model only once, which makes them less accurate but also less computationally demanding.

We confirm the feasibility of the proposed approach by performing an extensive evaluation on data sets of randomly generated reliability models. The results indicate that WP-Influence provides most accurate weak point recommendations, while WP-WeightedPath is on average more accurate than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Given the additional step-wise computational overhead, the evaluation results suggest that it is possible to construct a hybrid approach—that conducts the initial composition improvement steps using a more accurate algorithm and the final steps using a less accurate algorithm—to further improve the performance of the reliability improvement method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the proposed reliability improvement method. The reliability model for service compositions is introduced in Section 3. Furthermore, the weak point recommendation algorithms are defined in Section 4. The evaluation of accuracy and performance for weak point recommendation algorithms is presented in Section 5 followed by an overview of the related work in Section 6. Finally, the paper is concluded with discussion and future work prospects in Section 7.

2 RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT METHOD

In this paper, we propose an iterative reliability improvement method for service compositions based on the extension of our previous work in [20]. The method consists of: reliability estimation, weak point recommendation and weak point strengthening steps, as defined by the overview in Fig. 1. In the rest of this section, we briefly describe each of the stated steps.

2.1 Reliability Estimation

To perform reliability estimation, a reliability model for service compositions based on belief networks is applied. The underlying dependencies between input random variables, representing atomic services, and service composition output random variable are formed by observing the workflow structure, as defined in Section 3. To make the model easily modifiable we bound the influence of an atomic service to a single input random variable. Thus, when introducing service-level workflow changes into the model, only a single input variable needs to be modified. In general, composition workflows are defined using Composition Frameworks that can support various representations, such as domain specific composition languages like BPEL [21], Yawl [22], or SSCL [23]. In this paper, we represent composition workflows using UML activity diagrams, into which other representations can easily be translated.

Crucial to performing reliability estimation is to know the reliability of each individual atomic service. In this this paper, we do not deal with the issue of attaining atomic service reliability and hence assume that this information is available in the Service Reliability Registry. More details on the existing approaches in solving this problem are presented Section 6.

2.2 Weak Point Recommendation

If the estimated composition’s reliability does not meet the expected non-functional requirements, further improvement actions are needed. Specifically, in the weak point recommendation step, the aforementioned reliability model is utilized by a set of recommendation algorithms
to compute a list of service composition’s weak points, defined as follows:

Definition 1: List of weak points is a list of atomic services ordered by the priority in which they are to be strengthened. Furthermore, an optimal list of weak points is one that orders the atomic services by their exact influence on the composition’s overall reliability, i.e. application of this list yields the highest reliability growth.

In this paper we present a set of weak point recommendation algorithms that vary in recommendation accuracy and computational performance. The algorithms are defined in Section 4.1.

2.3 Weak Point Strengthening

In the weak point strengthening step, a list of weak points is traversed to find the first entry for which a reliability improvement solution exists. In general, a weak point can be strengthened by performing a simple service replacement, i.e. the service is replaced with a more reliable one, or by introducing fault tolerance strategies that are at developer’s disposal (more details in Section 4.2). We consider a valid improvement solution to be the one that has higher reliability than the recommended weak point. If multiple improvement solutions are available, the one with the highest estimated reliability is considered to be the most suitable one. It should be noted that criteria other than reliability can be applied to select an improvement, as discussed in Section 6. Upon modifying a model to incorporate the selected improvement, the overall service composition reliability is recalculated and iterative process of reliability improvement is continued until the desired reliability level is reached or there are no valid reliability improvement solutions left.

2.4 Service Composition Example

Throughout the paper we will be referring to a composition example defined by the UML activity diagram in Fig. 2. The composition workflow is built using atomic services $S_1, ..., S_6$. First, services $S_1$ and $S_2$ are invoked sequentially, followed by concurrent execution of services $S_3$ alongside $S_4$ and $S_5$. The workflow is then joined at invocation of service $S_2$. Finally, one of two execution paths containing services $S_1$, or $S_1$ and $S_6$ is executed depending on the branch condition.

Fig. 2: Example of a service composition.

3 Reliability Model

We introduce a reliability model for service compositions based on the principle of belief networks (Bayesian networks). The model is defined as a directed acyclic graph $M = G(V,E)$, where $V$ is a finite set of vertices representing random variables and $E$ a finite set of edges representing the dependency between random variables. For instance, a directed edge pointing from random variable $Y_j$ to $X_i$ denotes that random variable $X_i$ is conditionally dependent on the random variable $Y_j$. Each reliability model has multiple input random variables (nodes) representing reliability of atomic services or fault tolerance constructs, and a single output variable denoting the overall service composition reliability. A layer of hidden nodes is constructed between input and output nodes based on the service composition’s workflow. We define a set of possible states for each random variable $X_i \in V$ to be $\Omega = \{ \text{normal operation}, \text{fault occurrence} \}$. Furthermore, based on $\Omega$, we define the random variable $X_i$ as follows:

$$X_i(\gamma) = \begin{cases} 1, & \gamma = \text{normal operation} \\ 0, & \gamma = \text{fault occurrence} \end{cases}$$

Since random variables $X_i$ are discrete, we introduce a probability mass function defined for outcomes $e \in X_i(\gamma)$ as follows:

$$\rho_{X_i}(e) = \begin{cases} p(X_i = 1), & e = 1 \\ p(X_i = 0) = 1 - p(X_i = 1), & e = 0 \end{cases}$$

Thus, the probability of an outcome in which a random variable $X_i$ is assigned value 1, $p(X_i = 1)$, is in fact equal to reliability of a composite application, atomic service, or a workflow subset in case $X_i$ is a hidden model node. In the same way, $X_i = 0$ is is regarded as the probability of fault occurrence. For space considerations, the outcomes $X_i = 1$ and $X_i = 0$ will be denoted as $X_i$ and $\neg X_i$, respectively throughout the rest of the paper. A set of all possible outcomes $P_O$ for $n$ random variables is defined as follows:

$$P_O = \{(e_1,e_2,\ldots,e_n) \mid X_i = e_i, e_i \in \{0,1\} \}$$

where $e_i$ is an outcome assigned to random variable $X_i$. Since there are 2 possible outcomes for each random variable, a set of all possible outcomes for $n$ random variables contains $2^n$ elements. By applying the law of total probability, we can calculate the reliability represented by random variable $X_i$ by summing out all the possible outcomes for random
variables \( Y_1, \ldots, Y_n \). Therefore, \( P(X_i) \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
P(X_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{2^n} P(X_i|o_j)P(o_j), \ o_j \in P_O
\]  

(4)

where \( P(X_i|o_j) \) is conditional dependence of variable \( X_i \) on the outcome \( o_j \) and \( P(o_j) \) the probability that outcome \( o_j \) will occur. If random variables \( Y_1 \ldots Y_n \) are conditionally independent, the probability \( P((e_1, \ldots, e_n)) \) is calculated as follows:

\[
P((e_1, \ldots, e_n)) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(e_i)
\]  

(5)

As stated previously, hidden network nodes specify influence paths from input random variables to the model’s single output random variable. Therefore, the model supports several types of random variables used to model various workflow constructs present in the composition’s activity diagram, as shown in Fig. 3. In effect, the type of random variable specifies how conditional dependencies to other random variables are defined. Throughout the rest of this section we present types of random variables supported by the model.

### 3.1 Service

Service nodes are random variables that represent reliability of atomic services used to construct a service composition. More specifically, a random variable \( S_{i,j} \) represents the reliability of a method \( j \) exposed by a service \( i \). Since we presume that all atomic services are independent entities, they are considered to be conditionally independent in the model. As an implication of this hypothesis, all service nodes in the reliability model have no incoming edges and are considered to be input random variables of the reliability model.

### 3.2 Composition

Composition node \( C_i \) is the single output node for the model and it represents the overall reliability of a composite application. The node has no outgoing arcs and is therefore the only leaf in the network. Conditional probabilities for the variables associated with composition node’s incoming edges are calculated the same way as for the sequence node described in the following subsection.

### 3.3 Sequence

Sequence node is used to model a sequence of events present in the composition’s workflow that can in turn comprise of simple service invocations or more complex constructs like parallel workflow paths, branch constructs and loops. An example of a sequence node modeling sequential invocation of two atomic services is presented in Fig. 3a. In order for a sequence of service invocations to be successful, all service invocations have to be completed successfully, i.e. without fault occurrences in any of the sequence sub elements. Therefore, the only outcome in which sequential execution is completed without causing a composition failure is \((e_1 = 1, e_2 = 1, \ldots, e_n = 1)\). Thus, conditional probabilities associated with the sequence node’s incoming edges are calculated as follows:

\[
P(Seq|o_i) = \begin{cases} 
1, & o_i \in P_O|e_1, \ldots, e_n = 1 \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(6)

By plugging (6) into (4) the reliability of a sequence node can be calculated using the following expression:

\[
P(Seq) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(X_i)
\]  

(7)

where \( P(X_i) \) is the reliability an individual workflow construct within a sequence. For example, reliability of a sequence node in Fig. 3a can be calculated as: \( P(Seq) = P(S_1)P(S_2) \).

### 3.4 Loop and Repetition

To model repetitive workflow constructs a repeat node \( R \) is used. The repeat node has a single incoming arc for which the conditional probability is calculated as follows:

\[
P(R|X_j) = P(X_j)^{k-1} \quad P(R) = P(X_j)^{k-1}P(X_j) = P(X_j)^k
\]  

(8)

where \( k \) is the expected number of repetitions. The repeat node is used to model both loop constructs, as well as multiple service invocations within a sequence. Specifically, multiple invocations of the same service in a sequence can be modeled by a single repeat node with the parameter \( k \) set to the number of invocations. For example, if the service \( S_1 \) is invoked 4 times, reliability of the repeat node can be calculated as: \( P(R) = \)
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI is assigned the probability of execution since it is not executed at each composition invocation. Such uncertainty reduces the impact a particular workflow path will be executed upon a service composition invocation. In this case, a sequence node is generated with the corresponding repeat node as a child.

3.5 Parallel

A service composition workflow can consist of multiple execution paths that are run concurrently. In this case, a successful composition invocation can depend on fault free completion of a subset of the parallel workflow execution paths. Therefore, the conditional probabilities for a parallel node \( P_i \) are calculated as follows:

\[
P(P^{(k)}|a_i) = \begin{cases} 
1, & E_o \subset a_i \land e_j \in E_o, e_j = 1 \land |E_o| \geq k \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( k \in [1,n] \) indicates how many of the \( n \) parallel workflow execution paths have to complete successfully in order for a composition to display fault-free behavior. In other words, at least \( k \) of \( n \) random variables representing parallel execution paths have to assume value \( 1 \) for normal operation. In case \( k = n \), all the parallel execution paths must be completed properly to avoid composition failure, effectively making the parallel and sequence nodes equivalent. Thus, the overall reliability for the parallel node can be calculated as follows:

\[
P(P^{(k)}) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} P(P^{(k)}|a_i)P(a_i), \quad m = 2^n - \sum_{j=0}^{k-1} \binom{n}{j}
\]

where \( m \) is the total number of summation factors, i.e., the total number of combinations in which \( k \) random variables are assigned value \( 1 \). An example of a parallel node constructed out of an activity diagram is presented in Fig. 3c. If we assume that at least one branch has to complete successfully for a fault-free service composition behavior \( (k = 1) \), the overall reliability for the parallel node \( P \) is equal to:

\[
P(P) = P(Seq)P(S_3) + P(\neg Seq)P(S_3) + P(Seq)P(\neg S_3).
\]

3.6 Branch

Branch constructs introduce uncertainty that a specific workflow path will be executed upon a service composition invocation. Such uncertainty reduces the impact a particular workflow path has on the overall reliability, since it is not executed at each composition invocation. Therefore, each workflow path \( i \) of the branch construct is assigned the probability of execution \( p_i \). Similarly like for the repeat node, it is not possible to determine probabilities \( p_i \) solely by observing the composition workflow. Instead, \( p_i \) can be estimated or predicted using the collected past invocation data. In general, the following condition must hold for the branch construct with \( n \) branches: \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i = 1 \). Therefore, conditional probabilities for a branch node with \( n \) incoming edges can be calculated as follows:

\[
P(B|a_i) = (1 - \sum_{a_j \in E_o} p_{a_j}), \quad I = \{a|e_a \in o_i \land e_a = 0\} \tag{11}
\]

In effect, the execution uncertainty is modeled so that the outcomes in which faulty paths exist are multiplied by the probability that the paths in question will not be executed. An example of a branch construct with two incoming edges is presented in Fig. 3b. If \( p_{Seq} \) and \( p_{S_3} \) are the execution probabilities for nodes \( Seq \) and \( S_3 \) respectively, the overall reliability for the presented branch node can be calculated as follows:

\[
P(B) = P(Seq)P(S_3) + (1 - p_{Seq})P(\neg Seq)P(S_3) + (1 - p_{S_3})P(Seq)P(\neg S_3).
\]

Using the presented model definition, the reliability model for the application example in Section 2 can be constructed as in Fig. 4. The model is a network structure with a single leaf \( C \), representing the overall composition reliability and 6 input nodes standing for services \( S_1, ..., S_6 \). Since service \( S_2 \) is invoked 2 times at each composition execution, it is placed as a child node of a repeat node with \( k = 1 \). Furthermore, since invocations of \( S_1 \) are nested in a branch pattern and 2 sequence patterns, \( S_1 \) impacts the overall reliability through 3 influence paths, while the impact of other services is expressed through a single influence path.

3.7 Atomic Service Dependency

Although when modeling service composition reliability it is common to assume that atomic services are independent of each other [24], this is generally not a valid assumption. However, collecting information on atomic service dependence can prove to be difficult as it is usually available only implicitly in process descriptions and service level agreements (SLA) [25]. Moreover, building a dependency model often requires a deeper insight into the service-oriented system’s implementation,
e.g. service deployment details. However, if information on service dependency is available, it can be used to make the presented reliability model more accurate. We observe two basic cases of service dependency, explained by the following examples.

In the first case, service $S_1$ can be functionally dependent of service $S_2$ as during its operation $S_1$ invokes $S_2$. However, in such a case $S_1$ cannot be considered an atomic service, but rather a composite one. Thus, $S_1$ is modeled into a composition node and subsequent constructs (e.g. a sequence node) that describe how $S_2$ is incorporated into its functionality.

Alternatively, services can be dependent if their inclusion into composition impacts dependability properties of other services. To account for such cases, we extend the reliability model as presented in Fig. 5. In the first case (a), $S_2$ is modeled to be dependent on $S_1$, while in the second case (b) $S_2$ and $S_3$ are interdependent as they share a certain property, e.g. system resources. For example, including service $S_2$ into the composition can require reallocation of shared resources, consequently reducing the reliability of service $S_3$. To avoid model loops, such shared properties are expressed as separate random variables $p_i$ that enable dependency propagation throughout the model. For instance, if an observation that $S_2$ has changed its reliability is known, the value of $p_1$ can be recalculated and then in turn reliability of $S_3$. We do not explicitly state how conditional probabilities linking the $S_1$ and $S_2$, and $S_1$ and $p_1$, variables are defined as they depend on specific service dependency cases.

4 Service Composition Reliability Improvement

In this section we describe how can the presented probabilistic graphical model be leveraged to recommend weak points using three weak point recommendation algorithms with varying complexity and accuracy. In addition, we discuss how can fault tolerance techniques be incorporated into the model to further strengthen service compositions.

4.1 Weak Point Recommendation

In the following subsections, we present three weak point recommendation algorithms: Wp-Influence, Wp-WeakestPath and Wp-WeightedPath.

4.1.1 WP-Influence Algorithm

Since in the presented reliability model influence of each atomic service is bounded to a single input random variable, the algorithm presented in Fig. 6 (WP-Influence) can be used to calculate a list of weak points. At each algorithm iteration, reliability of a tested service, i.e. input variable, is set to 1 (line 5) and the overall reliability is then recalculated (line 6). Based on the achieved increase in service composition’s overall reliability, services are ordered into a weak point list so that services whose individual reliability increase caused a greater overall reliability increase are considered to be more suitable improvement candidates, i.e. are placed closer to the beginning of the list (line 8). In effect, the algorithm tests sensitivity to reliability changes of individual atomic services and, thus, yields a highly accurate list of weak points.

However, the presented algorithm is not guaranteed to produce an optimal list of weak points at all times. This is due to the fact that the actual reliability growth is impacted by the increase in atomic service reliability achieved as the result of implementing the available improvement solution. For example, a better improvement solution, i.e. one that yields higher overall reliability, can be available for an atomic service that is not recommended as the most significant weak point. Therefore, if known, reliability of the available improvement solutions should be taken into account to make the algorithm more accurate. To that end, we define the WP-Influence-R algorithm as a simple extension to the WP-Influence algorithm. Specifically, when performing the sensitivity test, rather than by 1, reliability of the tested service is replaced with the actual reliability resulting from the improvement (line 5). That way, the algorithm is guaranteed to produce optimal lists of weak points.

Although the presented algorithms can be leveraged to accurately calculate the influence a given service has on the composition reliability, they are computationally demanding since the overall composition reliability is recalculated once for each input random variable. Specifically, the recursive routine to recalculate the composition reliability needs to be called $kn$ times, where $k$ is the number of services and $k \leq n$ the number of performed service improvement steps.

4.1.2 WP-WeakestPath Algorithm

We argue that the graphical structure of the reliability model can be leveraged to make the weak point rec-
ommendation process less dependent on the size and complexity of the reliability model at the expense of accuracy. Therefore, we present two heuristic weak point recommendation algorithms that improve computational performance by traversing the model only once. The first algorithm, presented in Fig. 7, named WP-WeakestPath, is a greedy approach that detects weak points by traversing the network in a non-causal direction, starting at the leaf node, i.e. the composition node. At each step, the algorithm sorts parent nodes of the currently visited node by their reliability (line 8). A simple invariant holds at each step: the next node to be visited is the node in the parent’s list that has not been previously visited and has the lowest reliability (line 10). The search terminates when an atomic service node is reached (line 3). In essence, the algorithm identifies the most suitable improvement candidate by advancing from the composition node towards input random variables while following the path of lowest reliabilities. Although this approach is significantly more lightweight than the previously described WP-Influence algorithm, it introduces simplifications that make the weak point recommendations less accurate. For instance, the WP-WeakestPath algorithm does not take into account that a single input random variable can impact the reliability of a composition through multiple influence paths. An example of such an influence is defined by the reliability model shown in Fig. 4. Specifically, $S_1$ influences reliability of composition $C$ directly and over nodes $B$ and $Seq_1$. By ignoring existence of multiple influence paths, the WP-WeakestPath can fail to detect the actual most significant atomic services in a service composition.

### 4.1.3 WP-WeightedPath Algorithm

To reduce the impact of multiple influence paths present in the greedy WP-WeakestPath algorithm, we introduce a heuristic algorithm WP-WeightedPath presented in Fig. 8. A simple heuristic is used to calculate weights of each path leading from the composition node to input random variables. By summing out all the path weights for a given input random variable, actual influence the variable has on service composition reliability is better observed then it was in case of the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. The influence path weights are calculated as follows:

$$w_{i,j} = r_c \prod_{k=1}^{n} \left(1 - \frac{r_k}{r_{ch}}\right)$$

where $w_{i,j}$ is the weight of the $j^{th}$ path leading to input random variable $i$, $r_c$ is the overall service composition reliability and $r_k$ is the reliability of the $k^{th}$ node on the path to variable $i$. In effect, at each algorithm step the influence reliability of a parent node $(r_{pr})$ has on the reliability of its child node $(r_{ch})$ is roughly estimated using this expression: $r_{ch}/r_{pt} - r_{ch}$.

The overall influence of an input random variable is calculated by summing out all the weights for the paths leading to that variable: $inf_i = \sum_j w_{i,j}$. Thus, atomic services with a higher cumulative influence factor $inf_i$ are considered to be better improvement candidates, and the list of weak points is constructed accordingly. The presented approach is on average more accurate and computationally demanding than WP-WeakestPath algorithm, but still less accurate than the WP-Influence algorithm. This is due to the fact that the heuristic presented in (12) is only a rough estimation of the parent node’s influence on its child node.

Similarly like in case of the WP-Influence algorithm, if reliability of the available improvement solutions is known, it could be used to make the presented heuristic more accurate. To that end, we presented a simple solution that considers weighting the influence factor $inf_i$ with reliabilities of available improvements. Specifically, the modified influence factor is calculated as $inf'_i = inf_i \cdot r_i$, where $r_i$ is the reliability of available improvement solution for atomic service $i$. Throughout the rest of the paper, this adaptation is referred to as WP-WeightedPathR algorithm.

### 4.2 Weak Point Strengthening

The list of weak points calculated utilizing the presented reliability model and recommendation algorithms is used to prioritize improvement actions. An example of the weak point strengthening step for the service composition reliability model in Fig. 4 is given in Fig. 9. Let services $S_1,...,S_6$ have an equal initial reliability of 0.85 and let each service have a single equivalent replacement of reliability 0.99. Furthermore, assume that parallel workflow paths are redundant, so at least one path has to complete to avoid composition failure ($k = 1$), and that both branches are executed with an equal probability ($p_1 = 0.5, p_2 = 0.5$). Since there are 6 possible replacement choices, one for each service, there is a total of 6 improvement steps, as denoted on the x-axis. The overall composition reliability is given on the y-axis of the graph. For the presented example, it can be observed that WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath gave more accurate weak point recommendations than the

---

```plaintext
1: function WP-WeakestPath(node) // Returns a list of weak points
2: wpList ← () // List of weak points
3: if node in inNodes then // inNodes - list of input nodes
4: wpList.append(node)
5: return wpList
6: else
7: nextNodes ← node.getChildren()
8: nextNodes.sortByReliability()
9: for all cNode in nextNodes do
10: if cNode not visited then
11: cNode.markAsVisited()
12: wpList.append(WP-WeakestPath(cNode))
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: return wpList
17: end function
```

Fig. 7: WP-WeakestPath Algorithm: Recommend a list of weak points by weakest path.

![Algorithm: Recommend a list of weak points by weakest path.](image-url)
relatively low. We define the average reliability growth as average increase in reliability achieved between two subsequent reliability improvement steps using the following equation:

\[
P(RB_i) = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - P(S_i))
\]  

where \(P(S_i)\) is reliability of the \(i\)th redundant service and \(n\) the total number of redundant services. In effect, \(P(RB)\) is equal to probability that event in which all redundant services fail will not occur.

In case of the \(n\)-version programming approach, services are invoked concurrently and the final result is calculated by a voting algorithm. Thus, the fault tolerant construct based on \(n\)-version programming is modeled the same way as the parallel node in equation (9). Moreover, parameter \(k\) depends on the implementation of the voting algorithm since it can vary for different applications. For instance, if majority voting [28] is applied, \(k = \lceil (n + 1)/2 \rceil\), where \(n\) is the number of redundant services.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate the proposed reliability improvement method on an artificially generated data set. The data set consists of 5000 randomly generated service composition reliability models. Each composition is built out of 30 independent atomic services. To assure an appropriate workflow complexity, models have the maximum nesting depth and the maximum number of parents for each node set to 3. At each level, repetition, branch, sequence and parallel nodes are generated with an equal probability. The number of repetitions defined by the repeat nodes is randomly chosen form the interval \([1, 4]\), while the parallel nodes require that at least one concurrent path completes without a fault \((k = 1)\). Finally, execution probabilities for all workflow branches defined by the branch element are set equally, i.e. probability of execution for a single branch is \(1/n\), where \(n\) is the total number of branches. For both other implementations described in section 4.1. We define the following evaluation measures that are used throughout the section:

Average reliability

The average composition reliability is defined as the arithmetic mean of all compositions’ reliabilities in the data set. It is given by the following equation:

\[
\text{AvgRel} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{rel}_i}{N}
\]

where \(\text{rel}_i\) is the reliability of a service composition \(i\) and \(N\) is the total number of compositions in the data set.

Average reliability growth

We define the average reliability growth as average reliability increase achieved between two subsequent reliability improvement steps using the following equation:
\[ \text{RelGr}_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(rel_{i,k} - rel_{i,k-1})}{N} \]  

where \( rel_{i,k} \) is the reliability of composition \( i \) at step \( k \) and \( N \) is the total number of compositions in the data set.

**Average total reliability growth**

The average total reliability growth is defined as the average increase in reliability between the composition’s initial reliability and reliability achieved after \( k \) improvement steps:

\[ \text{TotRelGr}_k = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(rel_{i,k} - rel_{i,0})}{N} \]

where \( rel_{i,0} \) is the initial reliability of the composite application \( i \), \( rel_{i,k} \) the reliability after \( k \) improvement steps and \( N \) is the total number of compositions in the data set.

**Mean absolute percentage error**

In order to evaluate the difference in accuracy between recommendation algorithms, mean absolute percentage error measure (MAPE) is calculated as follows:

\[ \text{MAPE} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \frac{x - y}{x} \right| \]

where \( x \) is the value against \( y \) is being compared.

### 5.1 Reliability Growth

One of the key metrics in evaluating the accuracy of weak point recommendation algorithms is reliability growth, i.e. the increase in reliability achieved after strengthening the weak points in the recommended order. We conducted two experiments on the generated data set to assess how the proposed weak point recommendation algorithms behave when atomic services are very similar or equal in reliability and when there is a more significant difference in the services’ reliability. In experiment A, the reliability of all services was equal and set to 0.99. For each of the 30 atomic services a single replacement service of reliability 0.9999 was available. In experiment B, the reliability of the services varied and it was randomly chosen from the interval \([0.7, 0.9]\) with a uniform distribution. Similarly like in experiment A, for each atomic service a single replacement service was available. The replacement services had a 20% greater reliability than the ones initially built into the workflow, i.e. they had reliability from the interval \([0.84, 1.0]\). The results for both experiments are shown in Fig. 10.

The results for average reliability (AvgRel) in both experiments are given by the graphs in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b. From the graphs it is visible that the WP-Influence algorithm achieves higher AvgRel than the heuristic algorithms at each composition improvement step. In addition, it can be concluded that the WP-WeightedPath algorithm, which takes into account multiple influence paths, achieves higher AvgRel than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm in both experiments. Finally, it can be observed that WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms are expected to achieve higher AvgRel than WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath respectively. To give a more precise insight, MAPE is calculated to evaluate accuracy of recommendation algorithms against the optimal solution provided by the WP-WeightedPath-R. The results are presented in Table 1. As expected, WP-Influence has lower MAPE than the rest of the algorithms in both experiments. In fact, in experiment A, it achieves several orders of magnitude lower MAPE as reliability of replacements are very close to 1. Furthermore, WP-WeightedPath path is more accurate than WP-WeakestPath as it achieves lower MAPE, up to 3.26 times lower in experiment A. Finally, it is confirmed that improvements incorporated into WP-WeightedPath-R yield higher accuracy, as MAPE in experiment B is 10.24% lower than for WP-WeakestPath. Expectedly, in experiment A, WP-WeightedPath-R performs the same as WP-WeightedPath since all replacement services have the same reliability.

In order to give a better insight into accuracy for the initial improvement steps and to analyze the trend of growth, we present the average reliability growth for both experiments in Fig. 10c and Fig. 10d. When comparing two weak point recommendation algorithms, a better performing algorithm should achieve higher initial average reliability growth and a lower average reliability growth at the final improvement steps. The results presented for both experiments confirm that the WP-Influence-R algorithm achieves highest average reliability growth during the initial improvement steps. It can also be concluded that the WP-WeightedPath and WP-WeightedPath-R algorithms outperform the WP-WeakestPath algorithm in both experiments.

Finally, in Fig. 10e and 10f we show the average number of composition improvement steps required to reach a certain reliability threshold—denoted on the x-axis as the total reliability growth. It should be noted since not all compositions can reach the defined reliability thresholds, average number of steps is calculated for appropriate data set subsets, i.e. only for those applications that can reach the defined threshold. In experiment A, the WP-Influence algorithm achieves the defined reliability threshold (0.5) while performing 13.45% and 10.01% less improvement steps then algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath respectively. Similarly, in experiment B, the WP-Influence algorithm reaches the reliability thresh-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>experiment A</th>
<th>experiment B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WP-Influence</td>
<td>0.000000020392</td>
<td>0.0465564229602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP-WeakestPath</td>
<td>0.067967854377</td>
<td>0.0623483300111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP-WeightedPath</td>
<td>0.020843018143</td>
<td>0.447589879849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WP-WeightedP-R</td>
<td>0.020843018143</td>
<td>0.4365570191153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1: MAPE for difference in AvgRel between recommendation algorithms and WP-Influence-R**
old (0.02) in 26.53% and 12.34% less improvement steps than WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath respectively. The results expectedly indicate that WP-Influence-R and WP-WeightedPath-R perform more accurately than their unmodified versions.

5.2 Impact of Atomic Service Dependency

To evaluate the impact of atomic service dependency on weak point recommendation accuracy, we extended the models generated in experiment A with additional dependencies. Specifically, 5 service pairs were randomly chosen in each model. In each pair, $S_i$ was made dependent on $S_j$ so that by improving $S_j$, reliability of $S_i$ would increase 10%. Two experiments were made for each recommendation algorithm. In the first experiment, weak points were recommended using the model that takes into account dependencies (+D). On the other hand, in the second experiment, recommendations were performed using the original models that do not take into account dependencies (-D). In order to evaluate how using (-D) models impacts the recommendation accuracy, reliability growth for weak point lists generated in the second experiment was calculated using the extended models (+D). The results for $AvgRel$, presented in Fig. 11, clearly indicate that by ignoring atomic service dependence, the recommendation accuracy decreases. It should also be noted that WP-Influence is more susceptible to inaccuracies in (-D) models than the heuristic algorithms, as it strongly depends on accurately estimating the influence of each individual atomic service.

5.3 Performance

In order to determine how the size of the model, i.e. the number of atomic services within a service composition, impacts the computational performance of weak point recommendation algorithms, we perform experiments for 10 additional data sets. Each data set consists out
of a 1000 applications having different number of atomic services. The number of services varies from 5 in the first data set to 50 services in the final data set with a step of 5 services. For each dataset we measure the average execution time to recommend a single list of weak points as follows:

$$AvgExec = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} t_i}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

where $t_i$ is the execution time for the $i^{th}$ composition in the data set and $N$ is the data set size. All the experiments were conducted on an Intel Core 2 Quad 2.66GHz CPU with 8GB of memory, running Ubuntu 11.10. The results are given by the graph in Fig. 12.

The results expectedly indicate that the average execution time for the WP-Influence algorithm is linearly dependent on the number of atomic services in a composition. This is due to the fact that the algorithm performs a sensitivity test for each atomic service separately requiring multiple reliability recalculations. On the other hand, heuristic algorithms WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath calculate a list of weak points by traversing the model only once. This makes them less dependent on the number of atomic service nodes in the model as can be observed in Fig. 12. The observed increase in average execution time is due to the increase in size of the reliability models. In addition, since computations done by the WP-WeightedPath are heavier then in case of the WP-WeakestPath, the WP-WeightedPath algorithm expectedly shows higher average execution time than the WP-WeakestPath. In summary, the line showing average execution time for WP-Influence algorithm has a 105.3 and 48.4 times higher gradient then lines of WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath algorithms respectively.

Finally, we analyze the overall algorithm performance with regard to spent system resources by observing the average reliability growth rate. We define the average reliability growth rate measure as follows:

$$AvgGrRate_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} (TotRelGr_{i,j}/t_{i,j})}{N}$$ \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

where $TotRelGr_{i,j}$ is the total reliability growth for composition $j$ after $i$ improvement steps and $t_{i,j}$ total execution time from initial to the $i^{th}$ reliability improvement step for composition $j$.

Up until now we have considered that no additional computational overhead per improvement step exists other then the weak point recommendation process. However, other overheads, like locating a replacement service or estimating the reliability of an atomic service, impact the overall performance of the proposed improvement method. For the purposes of the experiments we define all the additional overhead $t_o$ as a fixed value for all the improvement steps performed on all compositions. Following this simplification we redefine the total execution time in (19) as $t'_{i,j} = t_{i,j} + it_o$, where $i$ is the number of performed improvement steps.

In Fig. 13a we show the impact of the additional overhead $t_o$ on the average reliability growth rate for a data set which consists out of 5000 composite applications built using 30 atomic services. The average growth rate, shown on the z-axis in logarithmic scale, is calculated for each of the 30 possible improvement steps, as denoted by the y-axis. The results indicate that for different values of $t_o$, different algorithms achieve highest reliability growth rate given the number of conducted improvement steps. To give a better overview which algorithm performs best for the given $t_o$ and the conducted number of improvement steps, we show a projection of graph in Fig. 13a onto the x-y plane in the Fig. 13b. It can be concluded that for the presented experimental setup, the number of steps in which the WP-Influence and WP-WeightedPath algorithms achieve the highest $AvgGrRate$ grows rapidly with the overhead $t_o$ in a step-like manner followed by a region of more moderate growth. The presented results can be used to reason about the design of a hybrid algorithm which would achieve better performance by utilizing the best performing weak point recommendation algorithm.

We further support this claim by analyzing the experimental setup $t_o = 0ms$. The results shown in Fig. 14 indicate that both WP-WeakestPath and WP-WeightedPath algorithms achieve a higher average reliability growth rate then the WP-Influence for all improvement steps. Furthermore, the WP-WeightedPath has a greater initial average growth rate than the WP-WeakestPath, but lower average growth rate for later improvement steps. The presented results lead to a conclusion that better performance for the given data set could be achieved if initial improvement steps are done by utilizing WP-WeightedPath algorithm and the final steps by using WP-WeakestPath algorithm. Thus, the solution space can first be reduced using a more accurate but also more computationally demanding algorithm. Then a less accurate algorithm can be applied on the reduced solution space to achieve better average reliability growth rate. To support this claim, we present experimental results for a hybrid algorithm in which the first half of improvement steps (15 steps) are conducted by the WP-WeightedPath algorithm and the last half of improvement steps by the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. The results show that the hybrid algorithm achieves up to 25.77% better average reliability growth rate in the final improvement steps than the WP-WeightedPath algorithm.
the hybrid algorithm shows lower average reliability growth rate in the final improvement steps than the WP-WeakestPath algorithm. This is due to the fact that the WP-WeightedPath component of the hybrid algorithm has exhausted better service improvement solutions in earlier steps.

6 RELATED WORK

Reliability of Atomic Services

A crucial prerequisite in estimating service composition reliability is the ability to reason about reliability of each atomic service incorporated into the workflow. To that end, there are two basic approaches that can be taken: reliability estimation and prediction. Reliability estimation is performed by applying formal reliability models that leverage past usage data that can be obtained through service monitoring approaches. Although a variety of such approaches have been suggested in the literature [29], [30], [31], [32] their application can be limited in practice, depending on the level of invasiveness. Specifically, accuracy of reliability estimation depends on the quantity and quality of the collected data whose attainment can in turn lead to degradations in performance of the monitored services. One way to mitigate this issue is by using reliability prediction methods. Traditionally, these methods can be conducted by fitting the collected usage data onto a reliability model in order to predict future performance. However, other promising prediction approaches that leverage statistical methods have emerged recently [33], [34]. In our previous research efforts we considered atomic service reliability prediction based on collaborative filtering [35] and k-means clustering approaches [36].

Service Selection

When considering what services are to be included into the composition, e.g. as part of an improvement solution, reliability is not the only applicable selection criterion. For instance, other dependability and security properties (e.g. maintainability, safety) [37], [38], and QoS parameters (e.g. response time, price, popularity) [15], [39], [40] can be taken into account. In that case, service selection is usually treated as an optimization problem where multiple parameters are aggregated into a single quality value. Specifically, it is necessary to compute the service selection that maximizes the aggregated quality value. However, such problems in general rely on computationally demanding solution strategies, like NP-hard integer programming. Promising approaches were presented by authors in [13] and [15] where a combination of local and global optimization methods was used to achieve better computational performance at a low cost of accuracy. Our reliability improvement method can be used to make the presented approaches more computationally efficient by reducing the solution space, i.e. by focusing the optimization problem on most relevant services. In addition, atomic services’ influence on the overall reliability can be used as an additional optimization parameter. Alternatively, our method can be extended to take into account additional parameters. If a probability distribution function and thresholds for acceptable parameter values are known, the aggregated quality value can be represented as a random variable. In that case, the presented method can be applied as described in this paper, taking into account aggregated quality value, rather than reliability.

Dynamic Service Composition

Issues regarding reliability of service compositions are dominantly handled at run time. This is due to the fact that service QoS parameters can change unpredictably.
and, thus, run time dynamic service selection is an appropriate method to make service compositions more robust to failures. However, reconfiguring service compositions at run time introduces additional issues, like statefulness and compositability [7]. For that reason, reliability models used to perform dynamic service selections are dominantly state-based. One of the principal disadvantages of state-based models is their proneness to state explosion for more complex composite workflows. A promising approach to handle state explosions, based on the bounded set technique, was given in [14]. However, such an approach can be impractical when performing extensive service monitoring leads to significant decrease in performance. By applying the method proposed in our paper, monitoring and state related issues could be reduced by focusing on a subset of atomic services.

**Reliability Sensitivity Analysis**

The reliability model proposed in this paper is based on observing the inner structure of a service composition. Similar architecture-based approaches have been considered in previous research efforts. In [41] the authors suggest building a structure analysis chart based on the BPEL representation. Similarly, in [24] the authors use the BPEL structure to construct a flow graph model and present a recursive algorithm used to compute the reliability of a service composition. Furthermore, Zhong et al. propose in [42] an approach to convert the BPEL structure into a stochastic Petri network and give solution how to calculate the overall service composition reliability. On the other hand, in [43] the authors propose a discrete time Markov chain model based on modeling and aggregating all the possible service composition execution scenarios. All the stated approaches can be leveraged to perform sensitivity analysis with aim of determining how do individual atomic services impact the overall reliability. However, the authors do not discuss how to perform the analysis in a computationally efficient way that would be appropriate for large-scale service compositions.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a novel reliability improvement method for SOA-based applications that aims to address the shortcomings in development of large component based systems. The method leverages a service composition reliability model based on belief networks to recommend the most reliability-critical workflow components, i.e. weak points. To recommend the weak points in a scalable way, a suite of recommendation algorithms with varying complexity and accuracy is applied. The algorithms were evaluated on data sets of randomly generated service composition reliability models. The results confirm that **WP-Influence** is the most accurate algorithm, as when compared to the optimal solution it achieves several orders of magnitude lower mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) than the heuristic algorithms. Furthermore, the results conclusively indicate that **WP-WeightedPath** is more accurate than **WP-WeakestPath** as it achieves up to 3.26 times lower MAPE.

On the other hand, the results for average execution time indicate that **WP-Influence** is most computationally demanding, while **WP-WeightedPath** is more computationally demanding than **WP-WeakestPath**. Computational performance of both heuristic algorithms is much less dependent on the reliability model size than in case of **WP-Influence**. Finally, impact of additional computational overhead per improvement step is evaluated. The results suggest that if step-wise overhead is high, it is more efficient to apply the **WP-Influence** algorithm as it, due to higher accuracy, requires less improvement steps. On the other hand, heuristic algorithms prove to be more efficient when the additional overhead is low, as well as in the final improvement steps when the solution space is reduced.

One of our future research directions will be to further explore heuristics for the weak point recommendation algorithms. Furthermore, our goal is to evaluate the proposed reliability improvement method on a statistically relevant set of real-world compositions. To that end, a prospect research direction includes application of the proposed method to data sets gathered from mashup tool, like Yahoo! Pipes [44] and Geppeto [45].
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